
The Multilingual Mathematis Knowledge Base whih an be reahed through http://mbuttons.bolyai.hu was

reated through the ommon appliation to the ompetition MINERVA of several European ountries. The Hungarian

party, omplying with the purposes of the János Bolyai Mathematial Soiety, is the partiipant of a programme whose

target onsist of students, teahers and researhers of mathematis. The internet ditionary of mathematis runs its

test version only, but it is still worth trying it.

Unlike other usual enylopaedias, in this so-alled thesaurus or knowledge base, the explanation of words and

phrases used in mathematis appear together with �gures, examples, and links to other onepts and their environment.

In the �nal version searhing by topis will also be possible. At the moment, searhing on a main entry of a topi, it

is possible to study the topi to its full extent due to the graphi display.

A partiular feature of the mathematial thesaurus is that it has eight languages, and an be enhaned by further

languages any time. Originally, a part of the ontents reated within the frame of the Mathematis Millennium

Projet of Cambridge University was translated into Hungarian, Polish, Lithuanian, Finnish, Danish, Spanish and

Slovakian: roughly the material taught in primary and seondary shools. However, all ountries adjusted the topis

of mathematis in their own language to their taste: some items have been added to, others have been omitted from

the English version. Although the propositions in mathematis are the same everywhere, their teahing, the method

of introduing onepts are di�erent in eah ountry. Eah European ountry had the hane to improve those parts

of the ditionary whih were thought to be the best following their own ambitions. A previously hosen basi set of

words has been translated into eah language, and several phrases an only be found in English.

How to use the internet ditionary and enylopaedia?

From the opening page of the Multilingual Mathematis Knowledge Base, in the Settings menu item one an selet

the languages of the ditionary. By default, for a Hungarian user Hungarian�English is set, but it is also possible to

hoose more languages and a di�erent order. (The operating language an be hanged in the upper menu line.) It is

advisable to install the M-buttons link under the Links menu item of the browser following the Help instrutions. In

ase of Internet Explorer, if the Links item is not highlighted in the Title line of the menu bar then View � Tools � Links

reates the spot where the M-buttons an be �dragged�. The M-buttons diretly onnets the visited mathematial

web pages to the Multilingual Mathematis Knowledge Base: if on a web page there is a phrase idential to one in

the ditionary then its explanation or environment an be found by a simple lik. We will give an example on the

operation of the M-buttons later on.

Beforehand, the Help suggests to install two softwares helping graphi imaging and mathematial symbols (without

these the program an not be used properly): Mathplayer and Java.

Only after this it is advised to start browsing in the ditionary: either we type a mathematial phrase in the searh

window, or we launh the Alphabetial order menu item, in whih liking on a letter, words beginning with it an be

displayed.

Who is it made for, and what is it apable of?

The Multilingual Mathematis Knowledge Base is not yet omplete. However, its frame makes it possible for the

editors to make hanges through the internet at any time. Should anyone �nd a mistake, if it is sent to us in an e-mail

(olahvera�komal.hu), we will orret it.

Eah onept is de�ned di�erently at beginners', intermediate and advaned levels. For the beginners they are only

desribed and they are de�ned properly for the more advaned users. More and more theorems, notes, �gures and

examples an be added to the entries.

By whom and for what an it be used?

� students, who for some reason do not understand material learnt at shool, or missed lasses, an �nd and

understand the missing information;

� Hungarian students studying abroad, or foreign students studying in Hungary, who are not familiar with tehnial

terms;

� teahers an use it when preparing for their lessons in bilingual eduation, or just for an overview on a partiular

topi (teahers an also hek how a topi is introdued and taught in other ountries);

� it an be used as an example in teahing informatis;

� anyone (adults, parents) an use it for personal study;

� for those interested in and those who apply mathematis it an be a useful tool after translating the advaned-level

mathematial expressions;

� it an be used by those who translate mathematial texts from any language to another, and it an also be a

helpful supplement to language instrution.
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Those who managed to get an insight into the thesaurus are asked to experiment: download the homepage of

KöMaL, http://komal.hu, and �nd a mathematial artile or a problem. Then lik on the M-buttons in the Links

menu item of the browser (Internet Explorer, Netsape): after a while some words on the KöMaL page will be

highlighted: these words an be looked up in the Multilingual Mathematis Knowledge Base by a single lik, and by

liking again, you are bak to the original text.

I wish a pleasant browsing among the mathematial opportunities of the internet and I await any remarks, questions,

orretions and additions, sent to my e-mail address olahvera�komal.hu.
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